
 

 

Guidelines for Student’s to Follow Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 

1. A 'Consent Letter' given by the parents to send their ward to college for attending 

classes duly signed in the prescribed format should be submitted to the respective 

HOD before attending the offline classes. 

2. Negative Test Report of RTPCR test for Covid-19, done before 3 days of attending 

classes, is to be submitted to HOD by each student who wish to attend offline classes. 

3. Students who develop fever, cough and/or cold after submitting the Negative RTPCR 

Test Report should abstain from attending the classes. 

4. Wearing of Face Mask, sanitizing hands and maintaining physical distance always is 

mandatory in the college premises. 

5. Undergo thermo-gun check and sanitize hands in the counter before entering the 

Classroom. 



6. After entering the block proceed towards the allotted Classroom and be seated on 

the desk maintaining physical distance. 

7. Do not crowd or gather in large numbers in the corridors, common rooms, walking 

pathways etc. 

8. Avoid using Elevators. Avoid unnecessarily coming in contact with staircase railings, 

doors, door handles, walls etc. 

9. Carry your own water bottles and hand sanitizers. 

10. As there will be no canteen facility, carry lunch box, if required. 

11. College library would not be open. Cultural and NSS activities or any activity 

involving a group of students will not be conducted on campus. 

12. 'Arogya Setu ' App should be installed in your mobile phone and should be in Active 

status. 

13. Do not share anything with other students such as water bottle, hand sanitizer, 

calculators, pen, drawing instruments etc. 

14. Any changes in your health condition report to Faculty/HOD immediately.  

 

Always wear Face Mask, keep sanitizing your hands and maintain Physical 

Distancing at all times. 
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MITM / Principal / 2020 / 161 

22 July, 2020, Wednesday  

Circular to Students 

In accordance with the guidelines laid down by the VTU through its circular # VTU/PS/2020-

21/1188 and subsequent meeting of Principals with the honourable VC, it is decided to conduct 

classes for the students of final year in the premises of the college. The college has further 

regulated the following rules for the conduct of the students during those classes as below. 

1. The classes shall be held from 3rd Aug to 14th Aug, with a total of 70 – 75 contact hours. 

2. Students shall compulsorily wear face mask and maintain social distancing. 

3. Students have to pass through the disinfectant tunnel before entering any blocks in the 

college. 

4. Though the sanitizer is made available at the entrance, students are advised to bring their 

personal sanitizers.  

5. The mentors shall call their respective mentees/ parents shortly. Based on the 

confirmation given by the students to their respective mentors about their attendance to 

college, seating arrangements will be made and no students are allowed without prior 

intimation to the mentor.  

6. The stationary stores and canteen facility will be made available. However the canteen 

will be operational only for the number of students who shall inform their mentors.   

7. Bus facility from GSI Mysore to MITM and from Mandya to MITM can be arranged. If 

the students wish to travel by the college’s transport service, the same has to be informed 

to mentors in advance.  

8. While in the campus, students are not allowed to come out of the class unnecessarily and 

roam around and as well not allowed to violate the seating arrangements in the class. 

9. The attendance to these classes is not mandatory and the students can choose to stay home 

and continue to learn through online modes. However, the institution is of the opinion that the 

students shall be better prepared to face the examinations if they attend these class room 

activities. 

Principal 
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22 July, 2020, Wednesday  

Circular to Staff 

In accordance with the guidelines laid down by the VTU through its circular # VTU/PS/2020-21/1188 and subsequent 

meeting of Principals with the honourable VC, it is decided to conduct classes for the students of final year in the 

premises of the college. The college has further formulated a few regulations for the conduct of the students during 

those classes through college’s circular # MITM / Principal / 2020 / 161. All the staff are informed to go through the 

same for clarity.  

The below points are for the needful action of the Heads and staff of the college. 

1. The mentors for the students of final year have to call the parents of their mentees and inform them about the 

proposed classes to be held at the college. Also inform them about the preventive measures that are taken at 

the institute to ensure safety of their wards. 

2. Ascertain whether they are willing to send their wards to the classes or not. If they are willing, ask whether 

they require the college’s transport and canteen facilities.  

3. Fill in all the details to the Google sheet, the link to which shall be shared in college’s official whatsapp 

group. Fill in the details even if the response is not to send the students. The whole exercise shall be 

completed latest by 04.00 PM on 25.07.2020, Saturday. 

4. The heads of the departments must check and ensure that the list do not exclude any students of the final 

year.  

5. Without the consent of the mentors, do not allow any students into the campus.  

6. Based on the data filled in these sheets, the heads of the departments must facilitate the preparation of 

seating arrangements, not exceeding 16 – 20 students per class room, and display the same in the notice 

boards and class rooms. Also, facilitate for a proper and effective time table and circulate the same amongst 

the students.  

7. The faculty assigned to take classes shall do so and the unassigned faculty shall take care of the discipline of 

students and adherence to the regulations laid by the university and the college.  

8. The attendance shall be taken during each class. 

9. All the staff may be informed to report back to duty on 29.07.2020, Wednesday at 08.30 AM. The working 

hours will be from 08.30 AM to 04.00 PM. One bus from GSI Mysore and one bus from Mandya are 

arranged for the staff. 

10. However, the heads of all the departments shall resume their office from 27.07.2020, Monday, at 08.30 AM 

to discuss with the Principal & Management and plan for the execution of the guidelines given by the 

university. 

11. Also, depute the attending staff of your respective departments to work from 27.07.2020, Monday, at 08.30 

AM, who shall assist the support staff in cleaning the college premises. 

12. All the safety measures such as wearing the face mask, sanitizing self and maintaining proper social 

distancing is mandatory to all.  

 

Principal 

Copy to:  1. Dean (Research), 2. Dean (Administration). 

       

CSE CV ECE ISE  ME MBA MCA 

       

PHY CHEM MATHS ENG  LIB EXAM NSS 

       

KAN Placement Accounts Office Reg./PRO   
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20 August, 2020, Thursday  

Circular to Students Appearing for University Exams  of Aug -Sep 2020 

General Guidelines 

I. Before the Exam 

1. Inform your mentors if you are tested positive for COVID-19 or you are 

advised to be in quarantine by the health officials, at least one day prior to the 

exam.  

2. Inform the mentors if you are having symptoms of fever, cough and  / or cold, 

in advance. 

 

II. On the Days of Exam 

1. Students must report to college 1 hour 30 minutes before start of examination. 

2. Compulsory wear the college uniform and ID card and have with you the 

following to be allowed inside the college: 

a. Fresh face mask,  

b. Hand gloves,  

c. Water bottle (regular practice of supplying water in the exam hall is banned),  

d. Hand sanitizer, 

e. Stationary & Calculator, (Sharing of a to e is strictly prohibited) 

f. Hall ticket.  

3. Students travelling by private vehicles must park their vehicles in the sports 

ground opposite PG block and the students travelling by college bus will be 

de-boarded in front of the PG block. 

4. Students must then enter the premises of the college maintaining proper social 

distancing and report to the respective department registration counters in 

front of the new workshop building. 

5. Students will have to stand in the square spaces marked while getting checked 

for body temperature by the staff. They will have to be patient enough to stand 

in the queue and cooperate in recording the temperature in the slots provided. 

6. After the registration, students will be provided with the allotted room 

numbers and they will have to occupy their seats right away. They will not be 

allowed to roam around the campus or sit anywhere else in the campus. They 
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must avoid gathering in a crowd and behave responsibly, while they will be 

monitored by the faculty of respective departments. 

7. Students can make use of their allotted class rooms for their preparations and 

shall keep all their belongings out when asked to do so by the invigilator. 

8. Students are advised to sanitize their hands after signing the attendance sheet. 

9. After the completion of exam, students have to exit from the college 

immediately maintaining the social distancing norms. Students shall control 

their anxiety of meeting the friends after a long time and strictly abide by the 

regulations. 

10. Students can write the exam confidently as college has taken all the necessary 

steps to sanitize the exam halls and buses prior to, during and after the 

examinations.  

 

          Principal 
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20 August, 2020, Thursday  

 

Circular to Staff 

As the university has clearly mentioned that the conduction of final year 

examination is a challenge and it has to be a model in this times of pandemic, 

the following points are for the needful action of the heads and staff of MITM 

during the scheduled examinations on 25
th
, 26

th
 & 27

th
 of August, 2020. 

1. "COVID-19 SOP Implementation Task Force" is formed and heads of all 

the departments and sections are part of it, with the Principal being in 

charge of the force. The entire staff of MITM are members of this task 

force. 

2. The faculty having invigilation duty must report to the chief 

superintendent / exam section 1 hour 30 minutes prior to the start of 

exam. Collect the hand gloves and sanitizer and then reach the allotted 

rooms.   

3. The rest of the faculty must be in the corridors or in the deputed zones by 

the respective heads in order to ensure adherence to the SOP by the 

students. The faculty of Basic Science, MCA, Humanities, Placement, 

System Admin, and PED will have to monitor the entry and exit of the 

students to the college premises from the PG Block as they will not have 

assigned students appearing for the exams. 

4. The list of students appearing for the exam (mailed to all the HoDs) shall 

be altered to have the slots for recording the temperature and taking 

signature of the students. This list shall be handed over to the registration 

team prior to every exam.  Separate set for all the three days must be 

prepared and it shall be maintained in the departments for future 

reference.  

5. The HoDs must allocate a registration team to be sitting at the help desk 

in front of the new workshop building. The registration team of 4 
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members must comprise of a senior faculty, instructor, DEO and an 

attending staff.  

6. The registration team must collect the room allotment list from the exam 

section everyday and inform the same to every student after their 

registration.  

7. HoDs must allocate adequate staff (teaching &  non teaching) to the 

registration area, canteen area and path leading from registration to exam 

halls and corridors to oversee the implementation of SOP during these 

days. HoDs have to be extra vigilant and take enough care to ensure the 

adherence of students and staff to the regulations laid down by the 

government and the university.  

8. The faculty must not allow students of their departments to gather in large 

numbers and crowd in the premises of the college. Report any untowardly 

developments to the respective heads and get it solved. 

9. The cooperation of all the staff in this regard is highly appreciated. 

 

          Principal 

Copy to:  1. Dean (Research), 2. Dean (Administration). 

       
CSE CV ECE ISE  ME MBA MCA 

 

       

PHY CHEM MATHS ENG  LIB EXAM NSS 

 

       

KAN Placement Accounts Office PED Sys. Admin Reg./PRO 

 

 

 

 












